
Surgery practice cuts wasted time from its workflow
A Kodak i2400 Scanner helps digital document process 
live up to its potential 

Case Study

The seven doctors and their staff at Riverside Surgery in Worcestershire, England serve 
approximately 13,500 individuals via England’s National Health Service. The practice 
wanted to have easier access to medical records to ensure the best possible patient care. 

Situation

Riverside personnel were hindered by an older, slower scanner 
that served as the capture component of their system. A faster, 
more efficient scanner was needed in order to match the 
productivity of their PCTI/Software Solution. 

Objective

The practice wanted to increase productivity at the front end of 
their workflow and save time and money in the process.

Solution

The practice selected a Kodak i2400 Scanner, which integrated 
seamlessly with their existing PCTI Docman Electronic 
Document Management Workflow Solution.

Results

The scanner/software combination have dramatically 
streamlined document processing times and provided faster 
and more accurate access to patient information.  

For several years now, the staff at Riverside Surgery has 
used a document imaging system to digitize paper records. 
Once documents are scanned, their PCTI Docman Electronic 
Document Management Workflow Solution provides rapid, 
direct access to data from the PCTI iSoft Synergy Clinical 
Software. This part of the solution provides fast, ideal results. 
But an older scanner at the beginning of the workflow slowed 
things down. The staff decided that they needed a faster, more 
efficient scanner to make the most of the productivity delivered 
by the PCTI/Software Solution.
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Performance made shopping simple

Once the decision had been made to 
replace the old scanner, PCTI suggested 
that key Riverside personnel take a 
closer look at some newer scanners in 
action. When they did, one model clearly 
stood out.

“When we saw the Kodak i2400 
Scanner at the Docman Electronic 
Document Management Workflow 
Solution user group, we were impressed 
by its potential to save us time and 
money,” said Becky Sparrow, IT Manager 
at Riverside Surgery.  “We also liked 
Kodak Alaris’ three-year warranty.” 

A number of performance features 
convinced Sparrow that the Kodak 
i2400 Scanner was the right choice for 
Riverside. For example, the Kodak i2400 
Scanner is remarkably productive –  
processing up to 2,000 pages a day 
at 30 pages per minute. It offers 
dependable feeding and virtually jam-
free operation. And it requires almost 
no warm-up time (thanks to dual LED 
illumination), which minimizes waiting 
and the frustration that goes with it.

“ The Kodak i2400 Scanner saves us time 
and money by helping us streamline the 
whole workflow.”  
Becky Sparrow, IT Manager, Riverside Surgery 

The proof is in the productivity

“Along with being much faster than the 
old scanner, the Kodak i2400 Scanner 
also speeds up the workflow in other 
ways,” said Sparrow. 

Built-in Perfect Page imaging technology 
from Kodak Alaris, for example, 
reduces document preparation times, 
minimizes the need for rescans, and 
virtually eliminates interruptions during 
handling. The scanner also saves time 
by automatically rotating pages so 
they’re right side up instead of having 
to do it manually. And the new scanner 
eliminates the need to photocopy color 
documents to improve image quality 
before scanning them. 

Now that it starts with a Kodak i2400 
Scanner, the process that feeds the 
PCTI /Software Solution is far more 
efficient. Digitized images from patient 
documents are scanned by PCTI 
Intellisense OCR Software for Docman 
Software, capturing key fields including 
name, address, date of birth and 
national health system number. Using 
an iWorkflow module, this data is now 
captured and filed more quickly and 
accurately into patients’ clinical records 
in the Synergy System with just a few 
clicks. Clinicians can then quickly and 
simultaneously access the information 
and share it with patients and staff,  
as needed.


